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Introduction

In vivo spectrometry remains a major tool for individual monitoring to assess
internal contamination. When low energy emitter is subject of interest, measurements of
organs or individual tissues are usually used rather than whole body counting. For
detection of bone-seeking radionuclides, measurements over the regions like head and
knees are suitable.

This paper discuss an influence of different skull phantoms on efficiency of the
measurement. Description of some methods of an assessment of the 241Am content in
the human skeleton from measurements performed over long bones of the human body
is also offered.

Description of calibrations with different skull phantoms

There were four different skull phantoms used for calibration. The measurements
were
carried out in geometry with two LEGe detectors of 20 cm square active area each,
situated over temporal regions of the skull (one detector on each side). The phantoms
used for calibration were:

The head phantom of the US Transuranium and Uranium Registry (USTUR) that
is a part of four pieces bone phantom (head, thorax, arm and leg) and contains a half
skeleton from a voluntary donor, who incurred an acute accidental exposure to 241Am
via a wound. The other half of the skeleton was radiochernically analysed for 241Am.
This analysis, performed 25 years after intake, showed a ratio of 241Am concentrations
in compact/cancellous bone 0,61±0,14 that indicates an approach to uniform americium
distribution in bone. Bones of this phantom were covered with appropriate amounts of
tissue-equivalent material to provide attenuation of photons similar to that of the soft
tissues that cover bones in the human body.

The skull phantom of University of Cincinnati - UCSKULL94 that was fabricated
using a real human skull with known amounts of 241Am activity placed on all external
and internal surfaces of the skull. Physiognomy of tissue equivalent facial structures
were approximated by covering the skull with tissue equivalent material of thickness
approximating that for the human face. Other organs of the head, such as brain, tongue,
eyes etc. were constructed from tissue equivalent material.

The skull phantom of Bundesamt fiir Strahlenschutz - BfS that used a real human
skull with 241Am artificially loaded on its inner and outer bone surfaces and covered
with tissue-equivalent wax. Brain, tongue, eyes etc. were reconstructed from tissue
equivalent material. The inside of the skull was filled with tissue equivalent material in
the form of small spheroids.

The National Radiation Protection Institute skull phantom - NRPI phantom that
also used a real human skull on which inner and outer surfaces, except the facial region
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of the skull, a planar source of defined 241Am activity was shifted to simulate
homogeneous distribution of 241 Am activity on external and internal surfaces. Unlike
other phantoms NRPI phantom had no mandible.

The phantoms used for calibration and efficiencies measured are presented in
tab.l. This table reveals reasonable agreement in efficiencies measured, when using
UCSKULL94 and USTUR skull phantoms and a discrepancy of about 50 per cent,
when compare NRPI and BfS to UCSKULL94 and USTUR skull phantom efficiencies.
This can be particularly caused by the size of the skulls. The NRPI and BfS skull
phantoms looked visually smaller than "American" phantoms, that can be caused by
different sex or human race of the subjects, who devoted their skulls for research
purposes.

The efficiency measured with NRPI phantom must be further corrected for
mandible missing (about 10 per cent less), for the soft tissues overlying the skull (about
9 per cent less) and also for 241Am activity that is deposited in facial regions of the
NRPI skull phantom (about 10 per cent less) [2]. If all these corrections are considered,
final efficiency will be reduced to about 75 per cent.

Results of calibrations mentioned in previous two paragraphs are in a good
agreement with results of measurements carried out with the same skull phantoms in
other laboratories in Western Europe, using also a different calibration geometry. The
difference is now further investigated in much more details [1].

Compare the efficiency per square centimetre of the detector window area using
the UCSKULL94 phantom in geometry with two LEGe detectors over temporals it is
approximately a half using the same skull phantom and two phoswich detectors of 15
cm diameter in the same geometry [3].

Description of calibrations with different leg and arm phantoms

For the assessment of amount of 241Am deposited in long bones of the human
body (tibiae and fibulae, ulnae and radii) there were several different methods used.

The method using the USTUR BPAM-001 leg and arm phantoms for calibration
is one of the most proper, mainly because of nature of phantoms. As was said above a
unique of these phantoms is in deposition of 24lAm in bone matrix, which had
accumulated into the bone via natural metabolic processes after accidental intake. Also
anatomical form of tissue equivalent material that substitutes soft tissues gives similar
photon attenuation.

Calibrations with these phantoms were performed with two (HPGe and LEGe)
detectors in three (two) positions at 15 cm intervals starting 7,5cm under knee (elbow).
Windows of detectors were positioned rectangularly to the longitudinal axis of the calf
(forearm) 10,5 cm from this axis.

Other method to asses 241Am activity deposited in long bones of the calf and
forearm is based on idea to make measuring geometry as simple as possible. In this
way, the long bones were simulated first with a linear source of 241Am, further
approximated by moving a point source of 24IAm in 5 cm intervals along the line,
situated in the longitudinal axis of the calf and forearm. There was expected, that this
simplification will provide lower estimated 241 Am activity deposited in the skeleton of a
real case of internal contamination with 24IAm, than it is a real skeletal burden. This
would be because of photon attenuation in bone volume. Also attenuation in soft tissues
overlying bones is not taken into account. Long bones of the calf and forearm were also
simulated by moving a plaster block (15x2,8x3,8 cm) of homogeneously distributed
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241Am activity in its volume, situated in the longitudinal axis of the calf and forearm. In
this case, there was expected to receive a higher estimate of 241Am skeletal deposition,
than a real skeletal burdea This would be because of higher photon attenuation in
plaster block, than in a real bone and overlying soft tissue together. Aim of this idea was
to create an interval of estimates in which a real skeletal burden of a person internally
contaminated with 241Am would lie [4].

Calibrations with both linear and block sources of 241Am were performed in the
same detector geometry as described for the arm and leg USTUR BPAM-001 phantoms
in previous paragraphs. As it can be seen from table 2, the efficiencies measured, when
using the arm and leg USTUR BPAM-001 phantoms are quite within the interval of
efficiencies using linear and block sources of Am.

Final estimates of activity deposited in the skeleton of a person internally
contaminated with 241Am can be calculated, when assume, that long bones of the calf
and forearm contain 5,74 and 1,52 per cent of 241Am activity, that is assumed to be
homogeneously distributed in the whole skeleton [5].

The method described above using linear and block sources of 241Am has no
demand to be accurate in assessing 24IAm activity deposited in the long bones of the
human body. It only showed an easy way to receive estimates of 24lAm skeletal burden,
that are comparable to estimates, when using much more sophisticated phantoms.

Table 1. Calibration factors using different skull phantoms in geometry with two LEGe
detectors positioned over temporal regions of the skull (one detector on each side)

Skull phantom
USTUR
UCSKULL94
NRPI
BfS

Efficiency
0.0055
0.0068
0.0133 (0,0100)*
0.0122

*reduced efficiency

Table 2. Calibration factors over the calf and forearm using linear and block sources of
241Am and arm and leg USTUR BPAM-001 phantoms

Phantom (source of
M1Am) used for
calibration
Linear source of Z41Am
Block source of 241Am
USTUR phantom

Calibration factors from
measurements over
the calf
0.0284
0.0183
0.0213

Calibration factors from
measurements over
the forearm
0.0113
0.0083
0.0119
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